INTRODUCTION
Altmetric indicators, defined as mentions from social media platforms to scientific literature, are seen as promising and with the potential to be used, when fully developed in research evaluation (Wilsdon et al., 2015) . They are perceived as a means to connect with 'broader audiences' translating research findings from academia to society. Despite this enthusiastic appraisal on what could become from using social media in research evaluation, current findings leave mixed feelings due to the incapability to comprehend fully what we are analysing or measuring -societal impact, social engagement, interest? Research studies in this area have mainly focused on establishing comparisons with citation indicators (Haustein et al., 2014; Costas, Zahedi & Wouters, 2015) , their disciplinary coverage (Zahedi, Costas & Wouters, 2014) , or differences between the social media platforms altmetric data providers offer (Robinson-Garcia et al., 2014) .
Among other findings, we highlight the dominance of Twitter data in altmetrics (RobinsonGarcia et al., 2014) , the volatility of the metrics (Torres-Salinas, Cabezas-Clavijo & Jiménez-Contreras, 2013) or the heterogeneity of sources (Haustein, 2016) . These findings have led to conclude that in many cases, social media mentions to literature are just another informal communication channel for researchers rather than a means to engage with non-academics (Sugimoto et al., 2016) , questioning if the approach of translating the citation analogy to social media is the most appropriate way to capture social interactions between scholars and lay people (Robinson-Garcia, van Leeuwen & Rafols, 2017) .
In this work in progress we focus on the use of one particular social media platform: Twitter. This platform has been largely analysed due to its larger coverage of mentions to scientific papers as well as to the keen interest shown by many researchers on the use of Twitter to engage with other audiences. Here we find a genuine interest in the field of biomedicine, one of the few to first suggest the use of Twitter mentions or 'tweetations' to predict citations (Eysenbach, 2011) . Also, Twitter has been described as a transformative tool in health care (Hawn, 2009 ), connecting with colleagues and patients (Alpert & Womble, 2016) , complementing traditional teaching methods (Nason et al., 2015) or critically appraising and reviewing research (Maclean et al., 2013) . This latter motivation is the one behind the 'altmetrics manifesto' (Priem et al., 2010) , when claiming that "altmetrics will track impact outside the academy, impact of influential but uncited work". It is also 'appraisal' the function that Haustein et al. (2016a) suggest Twitter mentions to journal articles play. Still, issues such as the existence of bots (Haustein et al., 2016b) or the automatic nature of the content of tweets suggest otherwise.
The study presented here is part of a larger study on the transmission of scientific literature to professional practice in the field of Dentistry. As such, our goal is to understand the role played by Twitter (if any) in such enterprise. To do so, we present two case studies in which we critically examined the contents and context of tweets linking to scientific papers in the field of Dentistry. The first case study focuses on the analysis of tweet contents from users from the United States. We adopt a qualitative approach and examine the tweets of the top 10 most tweeted papers and consider the motivations of the users behind them as well as the nature of such tweets. In the second case study, we focus on the role journals play on the total number of Twitter counts their publications receive and analyse their capability to influence and engage audiences on their contents.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
We retrieved all publications from all years of 84 journals in the field of Dentistry indexed in Web of Science in 2016. Additionally, we included the publications of 47 other journals indexed in PubMed also in the field of Dentistry. We obtained a total of 196,812 papers which we then crossed with the Altmetric.com API through their PMID identifier in June 2016. 15,894 publications were found to have been mentioned in a total of 52,540 tweets between 2011 and 2016. 2,202 tweets reported to originate from US accounts. This subset is the one analysed in our first case study.
We then manually identified for the complete dataset all accounts associated to scientific journals. We performed a descriptive analysis on the number of tweets the produce and the number of retweets they receive and compared this with the total number of tweets mentioning their research articles. This analysis is the one described in our second case study.
CASE 1. THE DENTAL CONVERSATION IN THE US
In this case study, we will show how most of the tweets of the top tweeted papers are either run by monomania and single-issue campaigner, social media managers and the influence of journals themselves on promoting their own contents. Table 1 shows a summary of our findings when focusing on the top 10 most tweeted dental journals. We will also discuss the lack of 'humanity' in the contents of tweets as well as the influence of bots on the counting of tweets, questioning the capacity of Twitter as a social media platform to engage on scientific discussions with academic and non-academic audiences. We argue conceptual problems when trying to establish an analogy on the meaning of tweeting research articles in comparison with citing in a journal article another paper.
CASE 2. THE ROLE OF JOURNALS ON PROMOTING THEIR PUBLICATIONS
In this second case study, we focus on the effect of journals' activity in Twitter on the overall number of tweets papers receive. For this we identified 20 Twitter accounts associated to journals. These accounts belonged either to the journals themselves, the scientific associations or societies behind them or their publishers. Their tweets represented 23.7% of the total of 52,540 tweets retrieved. Table 2 shows the number of tweets each type of journal-related account produced, share of tweets linking to their own journals (self-tweets), number of retweets from other accounts, total number of impressions (that is, number of retweets from other accounts of their tweets) and uptake rate (impressions/tweets). Figure 2 offers a first glimpse on the differences between journals on their strategy and success at promoting their contents. Among others, the British Dental Journal stands out as a journal highly devoted to promoting their contents through Twitter. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents preliminary results on the analysis of tweets to journal articles in the field of Dentistry. We present two case studies in which we critically examine the contents and context that motivate the tweeting of journal articles. We then focus on a specific aspect, the role played by journals on self-promoting their contents and the effect this has on the total number of tweets their papers produce. In a context where many are pushing to the use of altmetrics as an alternative or complement to traditional bibliometric indicators. We find a lack of evidence (and interest) on critically examining the many claims that are being made as to their capability to trace evidences of 'broader forms of impact'. Our first results are not promising and question current approaches being made in the field of altmetrics.
